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ABSTRACT

Background Several studies show that youth unemployment is associated with worse mental health later in life. However, existing studies report results for only one model, or a few models, and use regression adjustment to support causal claims. We use two novel methods to address these gaps in the literature.

Methods We use data from Next Steps, a cohort study of English schoolchildren who entered the labour market in the aftermath of the 2008–2009 global financial crisis, and measure mental health using the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) at age 25. We use specification curve analysis and a negative control outcome design (a form of placebo test) to test whether associations between youth unemployment and later GHQ-12 scores are sensitive to model specification or are likely to be confounded by unobserved factors.

Results We find that the association between unemployment and later GHQ-12 is qualitatively similar across 99.96% of the 120 000 models we run. Statistically significant associations with two placebo outcomes, height and patience, are not present when regression adjustments are made.

Conclusions There is clear evidence that youth unemployment is related to later mental health, and some evidence that this cannot be easily explained by unobserved confounding.

INTRODUCTION

The pandemic of COVID-19 has caused widespread economic disruption. Unemployment rates have risen across the globe, particularly among young people.1 Several studies show that youth unemployment is associated with worse mental health later in life,2–5 which, if causal, raises the possibility that the pandemic will have negative impacts on public health for years to come.

The existing literature on the association between youth unemployment and later mental health has relied on observational data. While associations remain after accounting for adolescent mental health (ie, health-related selection into unemployment),2 4 other unobserved factors may still confound associations. Existing studies also only present results from one model, or a few models, but a wider universe of models is defensible, including using different operationalisations of mental health and youth unemployment. Results may not be robust to these other choices.

In this paper, we test the robustness of the association between youth unemployment and later mental health using data from a cohort of young people who entered the labour market during the aftermath of the 2008–2009 global financial crisis, a period marked by high youth unemployment rates. We use a novel method—specification curve analysis6—to explore whether this association varies substantively across the ‘universe’ of justifiable model specifications. We also test whether youth unemployment is associated with two placebo outcomes, height (ie, vertical stature) and patience (ie, disposition to delay gratification or tolerate present discomfort)—factors that unemployment should have no causal relation with, but which may be related to similar factors confounding the relationship between unemployment and later mental health, such as adolescent health, socioeconomic position and traits such as conscientiousness.7 8 Our reasoning is that if we find an association between youth unemployment, height and patience, even after making regression adjustments, this would
suggest that associations with later mental health are biased. This is known as a negative control outcome design.9

METHODS

Participants
We use data from Next Steps, a cohort of English schoolchildren recruited at age 13–14 in 2003–04. The cohort was followed annually for 7 years to age 19–20 and surveyed again at age 25. Participants were recruited using a two-stage stratified sampling design with ethnic minority and economically disadvantaged children oversampled. Fifteen thousand seven hundred and seventy individuals were originally recruited with a sample boost of 352 ethnic minority participants added at age 16–17. We use data from all individuals who participated at the age 25 survey (n=7707; 47.8% of total sample).

Measures
Our primary outcome measure is the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12) at age 25. The GHQ-12 is a screening tool for minor psychiatric morbidity in a general population. Items are scored on a 4-point scale. Higher values indicate worse mental health. Our placebo outcomes are height and patience. Both were measured via self-report at age 25 using a single-item question. We use the placebo outcomes as collected but compare several different procedures to score and combine GHQ items, including Likert (0–1–2–3), Caseness (0–0–1–1) and Corrected (0–0–1–1 for positively phrased items; 0–1–1–1 for negatively phrased items) item scoring and sum scores and factor scores extracted from confirmatory factor analysis.

Employment histories were collected with self-report modules at each wave. We measure youth unemployment using binary variables with different minimum durations, methods of aggregation (cumulative or continuous episodes) and age ranges to define the youth period (16–21, 18–21 and so on). We include several control variables representing factors that predict selection into youth unemployment, such as adolescent mental and physical health, gender, ethnicity, education, socioeconomic background, attitude to schooling, early risk behaviours (eg, cannabis smoking) and locus of control. Further detail on the variables—and their various operationalisations—is provided in the online supplemental information. Note, education was measured subsequent to youth unemployment and risk behaviours and attitude to schooling may not directly cause youth unemployment, instead opening backdoor paths when controlled for,10 so we run models adjusting and not adjusting for these factors.

Statistical analysis
Our analysis proceeds in three steps. First, we generate a ‘universe’ of model specifications using combinations and definitions of the different measures that we believe yield theoretically justified tests of an association between youth unemployment and the outcome variables. To reduce computational complexity, our specifications only include linear regression. This amounts to over 15 million model specifications. Second, to make the analysis feasible, we run a random subset of these models—120 000 models using GHQ, and 20 000 each for height and patience—presenting the results graphically to see how the association differs across specifications. Third, we produce inferential statistics using under-the-null-bootstrapping. For each outcome variable, we draw results from 1000 specifications and re-run analyses with 500 bootstrapped samples modified so that the null hypothesis of no association is true by construction. We calculate exact p values by counting the proportion of bootstrap samples that produce more extreme results than the original sample. We use complete case data, given the computational cost and the issues inherent in imputing highly collinear data. We use weights in all specifications to account for attrition from the study.

RESULTS

Using our preferred operationalisations, there was a bivariate association between youth unemployment and GHQ scores (b=0.31, 95% CI=0.18 to 0.43) and patience (b=−0.16, 95% CI=−0.27 to −0.05) but not height (b=0.03, 95% CI=−0.08 to 0.14). Figure 1 presents the range of (standardised) estimates across model specifications. The median effect size for GHQ scores was 0.21 SD. 79.42% of specifications were statistically significant and only 0.04% of specifications predicted better mental health among the youth unemployed. None of the 500 bootstrap samples produced larger median effect sizes, a higher proportion of significant results or larger average z-statistics. 1.93% and 0.1% of specifications reached statistical significance for height and patience, respectively, and the median effect sizes were 0 and −0.01 SD. A small number of specifications reached substantial effect sizes, however. More than half of the bootstrap samples produced more extreme results than the original sample.

Online supplemental figure S1 presents the results of the specification curve analysis for GHQ-12 scores separated by control variables included in regressions. With few exceptions, youth unemployment was associated with later GHQ regardless of the control variables added. Estimated associations were somewhat smaller when educational attainment was excluded from models (median effect size=0.2 SD) and somewhat larger when risk behaviours and attitude to schooling were excluded from models (median effect size=0.25 SD). Online supplemental figure S2 shows the distribution of estimates by minimum duration used to define youth unemployment. Estimates are generally larger when longer minimum durations are used. A potential issue with the results in this analysis is bias from non-random attrition from the study. Online supplemental figure S3 shows the results of logistic regression models exploring whether attrition was related to the covariates used in the analysis. Unemployed individuals were more likely to drop out of the study, which could generate biases if drop-out was related to mental health. However, there were not clear differences in attrition according to adolescent mental health when adjustment for other covariates was made. As adolescent mental health is a strong predictor of later mental health, this may suggest that drop-out was not related to mental health outcomes.

Figure 1 Results of specification curve analysis. Each point represents the result from a single regression. Estimates ranked by effect size. GHQ, General Health Questionnaire.
DISCUSSION
We find that the association between youth unemployment and later mental health is largely robust to model specification. Estimates differ markedly depending on the exact definitions used to measure variables, however. Associations were robust to controlling for adolescent mental and physical health, suggesting that health-related selection into unemployment does not explain associations. Bivariate associations between youth unemployment and patien
t was also reduced when including control variables, suggesting that regression adjustment goes some way to reducing unobserved confounding. There was no bivariate association between youth unemployment and height, though height was related to parental socioeconomic class (online supplemental figure S4). This may suggest that selection into unemployment was not as strong as anticipated.

Our results suggest that unemployment could lead to future mental health problems. This is particularly concerning given the current, and expected, increase in youth unemployment during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, as we use observational data, we ultimately cannot rule out that the association is driven by unobserved factors. Other approaches, such as exploiting exogenous causes of youth unemployment would be a beneficial addition to the literature—though identifying such events may be difficult, in practice.

Our findings suggest that associations with later mental health are broadly robust to model specification may increase confidence that results in previous studies are not coincidental or suffer from publication bias, a feature that has been observed in several literatures. Yet, it should be noted, we have still selected from a wider universe of justifiable specifications—for instance, we did not use other forms of estimation, such as matching or Poisson regression.
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SAMPLE

We used data from Next Steps, a cohort study of 16,122 individuals who were in Year 9 (age 13/14) of secondary school in England in 2003/04. Next Steps was formerly known as the Longitudinal Study of Young People in England (LSYPE). We use the main data files available from the UK Data Service (Centre for Longitudinal Studies, 2018).

There have been eight sweeps of data collection for Next Steps. Cohort members were followed annually for seven years from 2004 (age 13/14) to 2010 (age 19/20) and were interviewed again at age 25 in 2015/16. Cohort members have been interviewed at each sweep, while primary and secondary caregivers were interviewed during the first four years. At each sweep, a small number of “partial interviews” were conducted where the cohort member or their primary or secondary caregivers refused interview.

From Sweeps 1-4, interviews were conducted solely face-to-face. From Sweep 5, interviews were also offered via telephone or online. The majority of interviews from Sweep 5 were conducted this way. Interviews also contained self-completion modules, in which particularly sensitive questions were asked (such as on mental health).

15,770 schoolchildren were initially recruited to the study from an issued sample of 21,000 (response rate 75%). Participants were recruited using a two-stage stratified sampling design with pupils sampled from schools. Maintained (i.e., state) schools were stratified according to the proportion of pupils in receipt of free school meals and the proportion of Year 9 students from minority ethnic groups. Independent schools were stratified according to boarding status, pupil gender, and attainment at GCSE. Deprived schools were oversampled by 50%. Pupil referral units were sampled separately.

Within a given school, pupil sampling probabilities varied according to ethnic group to achieve a minimum sample size of 1,000 in each of six minority ethnic groups (Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Black African, Black Caribbean, and mixed). Thirty-three pupils were sampled from each school, on average. Only 73%
of sampled schools co-operated with the study (647 of 892) with lower co-operation rates occurring in Inner London and independent schools. In Sweep 4 (age 16/17), a sample boost of 352 individuals from black and minority ethnic (BAME) backgrounds was added from an issued sample of 600 (response rate 59%). This sample was drawn from schools that did not co-operate in Sweep 1. More information on the design of Next Steps can be found in the survey user guides and in a data profile article (Calderwood et al., 2017; Calderwood & Sanchez, 2016; Department for Education, 2011).

From Sweeps 2-7 (ages 14/15 to 19/20), follow-up was only attempted on cohort members who were interviewed in the prior year. Over this period, attrition rates ranged from 8-14%. Just over half (54%) of all participants were interviewed at age 19/20. To maximise sample representativeness, at age 25, all cohort members were approached for follow-up, including those who had not participated in the prior sweep. 50% of the issued sample were interviewed at this age, one quarter (26%) of whom were not interviewed at age 19/20.

MEASURES

Primary Outcome: GHQ-12 @ Age 25

The primary outcome is the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12), which was collected in a self-completion module at the age 25 interview. The GHQ-12 was developed as a screening tool for minor non-psychotic psychiatric morbidity in a general population (Goldberg & Hillier, 1979).

We use three methods for scoring individual items: Likert scoring (0-1-2-3), Caseness (0-0-1-1) scoring and Corrected scoring (0-0-1-1 for positively worded items; 0-1-1-1 for negatively worded items). It is argued that Corrected scoring better captures chronic mental health problems (Peasgood et al., 2014). We use two ways of combining the items: sum scores and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). We extract factor scores using Rodrigo et al.’s (2019) CFA model which models item responses with three latent factors: a single factor capturing psychological distress upon which every item is loaded and two separate factors capturing method effects, with negative and positive-worded questions loaded onto separate factors. We estimate CFA models in lavaan version 0.6-6 (Rosseel, 2012) using the Diagonally Weighted Least Squares estimator (DWLS) given that items are skewed and unlikely to be jointly normally distributed (Rodrigo et
al., 2019). The Rodrigo et al. (2019) model has superior fit statistics to other CFA models suggested in the literature. Our primary measure of GHQ is the Likert sum score.

**Negative Control “Placebo” Outcomes: Patience and Height @ Age 25**

We use two negative control outcomes to test whether the association between youth unemployment and mental health is likely to be driven by confounding: patience and height, both measured at age 25. Patience is measured with a single interviewer-administered question: “[on] a scale of 0-10, where 0 is very impatient and 10 is very patient, how patient would you say you are?” We analyse this as a continuous variable. Height was collected using via interview question, rather than by direct physiological measurement. Participants were able to respond with metric (metres) or imperial (feet and inches) measurements. We use height as a continuous variable (metres).

Height and patience show bivariate associations with parental socio-economic class and education level, respectively (Figures S4 and S5).

**Exposure: Youth Unemployment**

Our primary measure of youth unemployment is 6+ months continuous unemployment between October 2008 and May 2010 (approximately age 18-20). This period is the first twenty months after the summer holidays following the normative end of further education (i.e., A-Levels). The period overlaps with the end of the 2008/09 Great Recession and the beginning of its aftermath, in which youth unemployment rates rose to over 18% in the UK.

We choose this period as it overlaps with first entry in to the labour market for many of the individuals in this cohort. We begin after the summer holidays to exclude episodes of unemployment from individuals who intend to go back to education. Youth worklessness rates increase substantially over academic holidays (Furlong, 2006), but are less likely to have long term impacts on labour market success and wellbeing, given that summer jobs at that age may typically be short-term, unrelated to future career aims, less likely to be looked on favourably by prospective employers (Baert et al., 2016), and students are likely to have access to other identities and activities that may protect against negative harms of unemployment (Creed & Evans, 2002; Jahoda, 1982; Paul & Batinic, 2010). We use a cut-off of 6+ months for consistency with other youth unemployment scarring studies (Hammarström & Janlert, 2002; Strandh et al., 2014), and with government statistics (e.g. ONS, 2019b) and policies, such as Labour’s New Deal for Young People, which use six months unemployment to define program eligibility (Myck, 2002).
These choices are somewhat arbitrary. Alternative definitions could have differed on the minimum durations, used cumulative rather the continuous unemployment, have used a different time frame, including using other start and end years or measuring unemployment in a set number of years after leaving full time education (FTE). Theory does not clearly dictate that effects should be observed for only some of these – though, longer unemployment durations are expected to have greater long-term effects. We create 192 binary youth unemployment indicators from combinations of the following:

- **Minimum duration**: 3, 6, 9 and 12 months
- **Time range**: 1-4 years
  - Start dates October 2006-2012 and end dates September 2007-2013
  - Years after first leaving full time education.
- **Statistic**: cumulative or continuous duration

We define a person as having left full time education if they do not return to full time education within 12 months. We use binary, rather than continuous variables, to aid comparison across specifications and because the effect of unemployment may be non-linear in length.

Note, the comparator group differs according to the definition of unemployment used. When using the period after leaving FTE, we use data from only those who have left education. (To focus on long-term associations, we use data from individuals where the unemployment measurement period ends two or more years before the age 25 interview.) When using set date ranges, we compare those who were unemployed during the period against those who were not, including those still in education.

**Covariates**

We use several control variables to attempt to account for non-random selection into unemployment. To account for mental health-related selection, we use scores from the GHQ-12 at ages 14/15 and 16/17. We use the Caseness or Corrected score at age 14/15 as participants were able to respond “don’t know” to each item at this interview (we assume this reflects not experiencing the symptom). We use the Caseness, Corrected, or Likert scores at age 16/17 (range 0-36). Again, we combine items using either sum scores or by extracting factor scores using the Rodrigo et al. (2019) model. Again, this performs better than other popular CFA models.

To account for physical health-related selection, we control for self-rated health at ages 14/15 and 16/17 (categories: very good, fairly good, not very good, not good at all) and for whether the participant had a disability at ages 13/4 or 14/15 (categories: no disability; disability, but schooling unaffected; disabled and schooling affected).
To account for differences in human capital, we control for highest academic qualification at age 25 measured using the National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) scale (six categories: NVQ levels 1-5, no qualifications). Education data is not publicly available for ages prior to this. To capture major demographic differences, we include demographic variables for gender and ethnicity (categories: White, mixed, Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Black African, Black Caribbean, other).

To account for differences in socio-economic position (SEP), we include variables for the participant’s family social class (categories: higher, intermediate, routine/manual, long-term unemployed) and highest parental education (categories: degree, other higher education, A-Level, GCSE A-C, other/none). As an alternative measure we measure socio-economic background by extracting a latent SEP factor from a multiple correspondence analysis including family social class and parental education variables as well as housing tenure at age 13/14 (categories: owned without mortgage; owned with mortgage; council rent; private rent/other).

To capture neighbourhood deprivation, we use the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2004 (IMD) at age 14/15. The IMD is created by the UK Government and captures local area deprivation across seven dimensions (income, employment, health, education, barriers to housing and services, living environment and crime). It is measured at the lower layer super output area (LSOA) level.1 We use either continuous IMD or IMD quintiles in the SCA to capture possible non-linear effects.

We also include variables for positive attitude to school (response to 12-item measure, range 0-48), risk behaviours (summed response to 8-item measure on anti-social behaviour, alcohol, smoking and drug use in previous 12 months, range 0-8), and bullying victimisation (number of sweeps reported being bullied in prior 12 months, age 13/14 – 15/16, range 0-3). We include these as proxy measures of social adjustment and non-cognitive skills (e.g., impulsivity, conscientiousness) which may predict labour market difficulties and mental health.2 School attitude and risk behaviours are measured each year from age 13/14 to 15/16. It is unclear at which age these variables may most strongly reflect non-cognitive skills. In the SCA, we loop over (a) school attitude and risk behaviour variables measured at different ages and (b) school attitude and risk behaviour factors extracted from separate exploratory factor analyses (EFA, principal factor) using the school attitude and risk behaviours measures at each age (Eigenvalues 1.83 and 1.91, respectively). The

---

1 LSOAs comprise approximately 500 households, on average (mean population 1,500).
2 Bullying victimization is related to poorer socio-economic and mental health outcomes in adulthood (Brown & Taylor, 2008; Varhama & Björkqvist, 2005; Wolke et al., 2013), though these studies are (understandably) based on observational data.
individual items upon which the school attitude and risk behaviour measures are based are displayed in Tables S1 and S2.

Table S1: Attitude to School. Each item measured on five point scale: strongly, agree, disagree, strongly disagree, don’t know. Summed attitude to school measure sum responses using don’t know as middle category and reverse coding negative worded items, so higher total score indicate more positive attitude to school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I am happy when I am at school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. School is a waste of time for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. School work is worth doing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Most of the time I don’t want to go to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. People think my school is a good school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. On the whole I like being at school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I work as hard as I can in school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. In lessons, I often count the minutes till it ends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I am bored in lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. The work I do is a waste of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The work I do in lessons is a waste of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I get good marks for my work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S2: Risk Behaviours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Played truant in last 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever smoked cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of smoking cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether ever had proper alcoholic drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether had alcoholic drink in last 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of having alcoholic drink in last 12 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whether ever tried cannabis

Whether ever graffitied on walls

Whether ever vandalised public property

Whether ever shoplifted

Whether ever taken part in fighting or public disturbance

We also include locus of control (LOC) in models. LOC was measured at age 14/15 with participants asked for their level of agreement (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree, don’t know) with six separate statements. Three of the statements were worded to reflect an internal LOC (“if someone is not a success in life, it is usually their own fault”; “I can pretty much decide what will happen in my life”; “if you work hard at something you’ll usually succeed”) and three worded to reflect an external LOC (“even if I do well at school, I’ll have a hard time getting the right type of job”, “people like me don’t have much of a chance in life”, “how well you get on in this world is mostly a matter of luck”). We place responses onto a five-point scale, centred around “don’t know”, with external-worded items reverse coded so higher scores indicate less external LOC.

There is no agreed way of combining items to operationalise LOC, both in the Next Steps data specifically 13. and in other large-scale survey datasets which measure LOC (Buddelmeyer & Powdthavee, 2016; Caliendo et al., 2015; Cobb-Clark et al., 2014; Piatek & Pinger, 2016). Researchers using Next Steps data have used different subsets of the LOC items (cf. Crawford et al., 2011; Mendolia & Walker, 2015; Ng-Knight & Schoon, 2017; Wijedasa, 2017), and combined them in several ways, including summing Likert responses (Crawford et al., 2011; Ng-Knight & Schoon, 2017) or extracting latent LOC scores using principal component analysis (Wijedasa, 2017), EFA (Mendolia & Walker, 2015), or CFA (Gladwell et al., 2016).

CFAs perform similar well if don’t know is used or treated as a missing value and extracted factors explain similar proportions of the variation in GHQ-12 Likert scores at age 25. The don’t know response is used by 3,513 individuals, so discarded this information reduces complete case sample sizes substantially.

Wijedasa (2017) includes another item, “[w]orking hard at school now will help me get on later in life”, their LOC measure, while Crawford et al. (2011) include this plus another item, “[d]oing well at school means a lot to me”. We do not include these items as they arguably capture opinions about the value of secondary education rather than LOC. Ng-Knight & Schoon (2017) and Gladwell et al. (2016) use the three internal-worded items introduced above, only.

---

3 CFAs perform similar well if don’t know is used or treated as a missing value and extracted factors explain similar proportions of the variation in GHQ-12 Likert scores at age 25. The don’t know response is used by 3,513 individuals, so discarded this information reduces complete case sample sizes substantially.

4 Wijedasa (2017) includes another item, “[w]orking hard at school now will help me get on later in life”, their LOC measure, while Crawford et al. (2011) include this plus another item, “[d]oing well at school means a lot to me”. We do not include these items as they arguably capture opinions about the value of secondary education rather than LOC. Ng-Knight & Schoon (2017) and Gladwell et al. (2016) use the three internal-worded items introduced above, only.
Though internal and external-worded items were originally conceptualized as tapping opposite ends of a single spectrum (Rotter, 1966), a number of exploratory factor analyses have found internal and external worded items load onto separate factors (Caliendo et al., 2015; Cobb-Clark & Schurer, 2013; Piatak & Pinger, 2016), including an analysis of Next Steps (Mendolia & Walker, 2015). In the Next Steps data, a CFA with two correlated latent factors has superior fit statistics to a single factor CFA model (Table S3). The correlation between the latent factors is just 0.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RMSEA (95% CI)</th>
<th>CFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One Factor</td>
<td>0.073 (0.069, 0.078)</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Factor</td>
<td>0.044 (0.039, 0.05)</td>
<td>0.941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hankins (2008)</td>
<td>0.034 (0.028, 0.04)</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, an alternative explanation is that responses reflect method effects. A single factor CFA with internal-worded items allowed to covary (i.e. akin to Hankins (2008) GHQ model) has superior fit statistics to the two-factor solution (Table S3). Given the possibility of method effects, the widespread use of only the first factor from EFA (Cobb-Clark, 2015), and the appeal of understanding locus of control as a singular construct (Rotter, 1975), our first measure of LOC is calculated by extracting a single factor using the Hankins (2008) CFA model (DWLS estimator).

We use several alternate operationalizations of LOC. First, we use the sum Likert score of the six items (Buddelmeyer & Powdthavee, 2016; Elkins et al., 2017). Second, following Caliendo et al. (2015) we take seriously the possibility that items reflect two separate, correlated constructs by (a) using sum Likert scores for internal and external worded items separately, (b) using the first two (standardized) factors from the two factor CFA solution, (c) classifying an individual as “internal” if they score above the median on both factors from the CFA, as “external” if they score below the median on both factors, and “neither” otherwise, and (d) recreating this categorical variable but using 25th/75th percentile cut-off points instead.

**Statistical Analysis**

We specify three separate models to estimate the association between youth unemployment and GHQ-12 scores and placebo outcomes. Model 1 adds all control variables defined above. Model 2 repeats Model 1 but removes education as a control variable as this is measured at age 25 and could feasibly mediate the association. Model 3 repeats Model 1 but does not include controls for risk behaviours, attitude to school,
and bullying victimization. The pathways between these factors and youth unemployment may already be accounted for with other variables in the model (e.g., educational attainment and adolescent mental health). Including these variables could induce collider bias, if adjusting for these variables opens backdoor paths between youth unemployment and mental health (VanderWeele, 2019).

The SCA includes the combinations of models 1, 2, and using different outcome measures, definitions of youth unemployment, measurement of youth unemployment, and definitions of each control variable. Where the specification uses youth unemployment spells beginning before 2008 or uses FTE to index the youth unemployment period, covariates measured at age 16/17 are removed from models as these may mediate effects. This leaves 17.5 million model specifications. To make the SCA computationally feasible, we run a random subset of 160,000 models, 20,000 for each specific outcome measure (120,000 for GHQ).

We standardize outcome variables to aid comparison across the different models. Survey weights are used in all regressions, but we only use complete case analysis due to high multicollinearity between alternative variables in the SCA and computational difficulties of analyzing multiple datasets.

To formally test whether the SCA models are consistent with an association between youth unemployment and later mental health overall, we produce inferential statistics using the under-the-null bootstrapping procedure suggested by Simonsohn et al. (2019). The procedure runs as follows.

- For each specification, a new dependent variable is created which removes the association between youth unemployment and age 25 GHQ-12 scores estimated in that specification.
- For instance, if GHQ scores were 1 unit higher among those who were youth unemployed, the new dependent variable would be equal to the observed score minus 1 if the individual was unemployed.
- Bootstrap samples are taken from the dataset (with replacement). Each specification is repeated in each bootstrap sample using the alternative dependent variable. In the bootstrap samples, there should be no association between youth unemployment and later mental health by construction.
- For each bootstrap sample, three summary statistics are calculated.
  a) The proportion of specification that are statistically significant (p < 0.05) in the expected direction (i.e., showing higher GHQ scores among those who were unemployed).
  b) The median effect size across specifications.
  c) The average z-statistic for the main effect.

The statistics are then compared against corresponding statistics from the main SCA analysis and summed across bootstraps to calculate three exact p-values giving the proportion of bootstraps with more extreme
results (in the expected direction) than the main SCA analysis. If there is strong evidence of an association across specifications, then few bootstraps should produce more extreme effect sizes or a higher number of significant results. Because of the computational cost, we produce inferential statistics using 500 bootstrap samples on a random subset of 1,000 models from the 120,000 included in the SCA. We also repeat this exercise using the two negative control outcome measures.
RESULTS

Figure S1: Results of GHQ-12 Specification Curve Analysis by control variables added to regression model. Each point represents the result from a single regression. Estimates ranked by effect size.

Figure S2: Distribution of GHQ-12 Specification Curve Analysis estimates by minimum duration used to define youth unemployment.
Figure S3: Association between dropping out of Next Steps by age 25 interview and variables used in the SCA (primary definitions used here), derived from logistic regression models. Associations presented at average marginal effects. Multivariate regressions (right panel) include all variables listed in figure as independent variables. Note, complete case data used in this analysis, so the sample differs from the bivariate regressions (left panel) depending on predictor variables used.
Figure S4: Height at age 25 by parental socio-economic class at age 13/14 and gender. Derived from weighted linear regression model.

Figure S5: Patience at age 25 by educational attainment. Derived from weighted linear regression model.
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